Introduction to

EganONE Dekke

The collaboration center for the open office - technology and lectern capable.

The EganONE™ design intent contemplates a small plurality of people, working together temporarily as they collaborate to achieve one unified voice or vision going forward. EganONE products carry a modern, slightly industrial look and design, characterized here by Etex and anodized aluminum features.

The EganONE Dekke™ starts with all the functionality of the EganONE Pro Cart and becomes a lectern-capable, standing-height collaboration center for small group impromptu sessions. Professional grade construction: Etex on MDF, robust and clean clear anodized aluminum verticals, laser-cut steel feet, and industrial strength, total-lock casters featuring a 220-lb weight rating per wheel.

Cabinet and drawer storage areas can be used for binders, samples, and documents. The EganONE Dekke is highly mobile, with its 4” diameter profiled wheels rolling easily across floor seams, small ridges, breaks, cables, elevator gaps, and other floor surface elements found in the modern or post-industrial workspace. EganONE Dekke starts as a resource center for any project-oriented cadre of professionals.

Technology capable: accommodates standard and short throw projectors on any deck, and Ultra-Short throw projectors on the top deck. Inside, find industry standard AV/IT rack mounts. Additionally, the second or third decks can accommodate a laptop or keyboard as required. Front and back access doors provide easy access to equipment. The height-adjustable second deck is slightly offset, providing a shelf for notes, and a useful helm when Dekke is used as a lectern. While the mobility and functionality of the lower unit set the stage, the topmost, third deck is the key to impromptu collaboration. With a variety of standard and bespoke shape and color options, the third deck means EganONE Dekke enables spontaneous creativity to bloom anywhere as ad hoc meetings are encouraged. Let your team present.

- Lower Unit Dimensions: 25 ½” w x 19’d x 32’h
  - Deck heights:
    - Lower: 32”; Middle: Service 38” (Adjustable); Top: 49”
- Clear anodized aluminum frame; custom colors available
- 9 standard Etex body colors; custom colors available
- Standard: AV rack, 1 adjustable shelf, locks, power management
- Options: 4 standard top shape options; custom shapes available